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The Litigators

2011-10-25

1 new york times bestseller after leaving a fast track legal career and going on a serious bender david zinc is sober unemployed and
desperate enough to take a job at finley figg a self described boutique law firm that is anything but oscar finley and wally figg are in
fact just two ambulance chasers who bicker like an old married couple but now the firm is ready to tackle a case that could make the
partners rich without requiring them to actually practice much law a class action suit has been brought against varrick labs a
pharmaceutical giant with annual sales of 25 billion alleging that krayoxx its most popular drug causes heart attacks wally smells
money all finley figg has to do is find a handful of krayoxx users to join the suit it almost seems too good to be true and it is don t
miss john grisham s new book the exchange after the firm

Condition of the Working-Class in England

2006

this masterpiece by engels reflects his views on the plight of labour classes in england it is based on his in depth research and
parliamentary reports in a factual and analytic manner he has voiced his support for fundamental human rights it is an emphatic protest
against the barbarianism of capitalism and industrialization a prototypical opus

Wet Goddess

2010-04-15

in the 1970 s a hippie college student falls in love with a female dolphin

Writing with a Purpose

1963



booker prize winner national bestseller an extraordinary meditation on mortality grief death childhood and memory usa today about a
middle aged irishman who has gone back to the seaside to grieve the loss of his wife in this luminous novel john banville introduces us to
max morden a middle aged irishman who has gone back to the seaside town where he spent his summer holidays as a child to cope with the
recent loss of his wife it is also a return to the place where he met the graces the well heeled family with whom he experienced the
strange suddenness of both love and death for the first time what max comes to understand about the past and about its indelible
effects on him is at the center of this elegiac gorgeously written novel among the finest we have had from this masterful writer

The Sea

2007-12-18

a gripping legal thriller from the no 1 sunday times bestselling author and creator of sooley and the judge s list an innocent man is days
from execution only a guilty man can save him travis boyette is a murderer nine years ago he strangled a high school cheerleader and
buried her body so it could never be found then he watched and waited as police arrested donte drumm a local football star with no
connection to the crime tried convicted and sentenced drumm was sent to death row whilst boyette walked free now donte drumm is four
days from execution and as boyette faces his own mortality hehas finally decided to do what is right he has decided to confess but how
can he convince the state that they are about to execute the wrong man a master at the art of deft characterisation and the skilful
delivery of hair raising crescendos irish independent john grisham is the master of legal fiction jodi picoult the best thriller writer alive
ken follett john grisham has perfected the art of cooking up convincing and fast paced thrillers telegraph grisham is a superb and
instinctive storyteller the times grisham s storytelling genius reminds us that when it comes to legal drama the master is in a league of
his own daily record masterful when grisham gets in the courtroom he lets rip drawing scenes so real they are not just alive they are
pulsating mirror a giant of the thriller genre timeout

The Confession

2010-11-09

the natural resources of new guinea and nearby islands have attracted outsiders for at least 5000 years spices aromatic woods and
barks resins plumes sea slugs shells and pearls all brought traders from distant markets among the most sought after was the bird of
paradise their magnificent plumes bedecked the hats of fashion conscious women in europe and america provided regalia for the kings of
nepal and decorated the headdresses of janissaries of the ottoman empire plumes from paradise tells the story of this interaction and of



the economic political social and cultural consequence for the island s inhabitants it traces 400 years of economic and political
history culminating in the plume boom of the early part of the 20th century when an unprecedented number of outsiders flocked to the
island s coasts and hinterlands the story teems with the variety of people involved new guineans indonesians chinese europeans hunters
traders natural historians and their collectors officials missionaries planters miners adventurers of every kind in the wings were the
conservationists whose efforts brought the slaughter of the plume boom to an end and ushered in an era of comparative isolation for
the island that lasted until world war ii

Plumes from Paradise

2019-12

heart of darkness is often considered the world s best short novel the book serves as a bridge between the 19th century and modernism
an adventure tale revolving around the ambiguity of themes such as truth morality and evil joseph conrad witnessed the european
exploitation of the congo with his own eyes he once sailed up the congo river himself to locate a countryman at a trading station deep
within the country even though this man wasn t named kurtz the goal and enigma of the journey have become synonymous with this name
one of the most unforgettable fictional characters of our time joseph conrad 1857 1924 was born in ukraine to polish parents went
to sea at the age of seventeen and ended his career as a captain in the english merchant navy his most famous work is the novella heart
of darkness 1899 adapted into a film by francis ford coppola in 1979 as apocalypse now

Heart of Darkness

2023-11-21

new york times bestseller finalist for the pulitzer prize an oprah s book club selection powerful kingsolver has with infinitely steady
hands worked the prickly threads of religion politics race sin and redemption into a thing of terrible beauty los angeles times book review
the poisonwood bible now celebrating its 25th anniversary established barbara kingsolver as one of the most thoughtful and daring of
modern writers taking its place alongside the classic works of postcolonial literature it is a suspenseful epic of one family s tragic
undoing and remarkable reconstruction over the course of three decades in africa the story is told by the wife and four daughters of
nathan price a fierce evangelical baptist who takes his family and mission to the belgian congo in 1959 they carry with them everything
they believe they will need from home but soon find that all of it from garden seeds to scripture is calamitously transformed on african
soil the novel is set against one of the most dramatic political chronicles of the twentieth century the congo s fight for independence



from belgium the murder of its first elected prime minister the cia coup to install his replacement and the insidious progress of a world
economic order that robs the fledgling african nation of its autonomy against this backdrop orleanna price reconstructs the story of
her evangelist husband s part in the western assault on africa a tale indelibly darkened by her own losses and unanswerable questions
about her own culpability also narrating the story by turns are her four daughters the teenaged rachel adolescent twins leah and
adah and ruth may a prescient five year old these sharply observant girls who arrive in the congo with racial preconceptions forged in
1950s georgia will be marked in surprisingly different ways by their father s intractable mission and by africa itself ultimately each
must strike her own separate path to salvation their passionately intertwined stories become a compelling exploration of moral risk
and personal responsibility

The Poisonwood Bible

2009-10-13

book 2 in the john cardinal series when the dismembered corpse of an american tourist turns up half eatenby bears near algonquin bay
detective john cardinal is assigned to thecase without a solid lead and with the rcmp and csis involved cardinal is forced to band
together with his nemesis sergeant malcolmmusgrave to untangle the deceit and cover ups surrounding the case thena well respected
local woman is found frozen under a glaze of ice in thewoods and cardinal realizes that the two very different murders may well
beconnected working closely with his trusted colleague detective lise delorme to whomhe feels a dangerous attraction cardinal fights
his emotions and a relentless icestorm only to uncover a knot of lies and conspiracies that go back more thanthirty years and extend
to the highest reaches of canadian intelligence

The Delicate Storm

2010-08-27

who is not captivated by tales of islanders earnestly scanning their watery horizons for great fleets of cargo ships bringing rice radios
and refrigerators ships that will never arrive of all the stories spun about the island peoples of melanesia tales of cargo cult are
among the most fascinating the term cargo cult lamont lindstrom contends is one of anthropology s most successful conceptual
offspring like culture worldview and ethnicity its usage has steadily proliferated migrating into popular culture where today it is used
to describe an astonishing roll call of people it s history makes for lively and compelling reading the cargo cult story lindstrom
shows is more significant than it at first appears for it recapitulates in summary form three generations of anthropological theory and



pacific studies although anthropologists enthusiasm for the notion of cargo cult has waned it now colors outsiders understanding of
melanesian culture and even melanesians perceptions of themselves the repercussions for contemporary islanders are significant leaders
of more than one political movement have felt the need to deny that they are any kind of cargo cultist of particular interest to this
history is lindstom s argument that accounts of cargo cult are at heart tragedies of thwarted desire melancholy anticipation and
crazy unrequited love he makes a convincing case that these stories expose powerful western scenarios of desire itself giving cargo
cult its combined titillation of the fascinating exotic and the comfortably familiar

Cognitive Psychology In and Out of the Laboratory

2020

1 new york times best seller in his final hours in the oval office the outgoing president grants a controversial last minute pardon to
joel backman a notorious washington power broker who has spent the last six years hidden away in a federal prison what no one knows
is that the president issues the pardon only after receiving enormous pressure from the cia it seems backman in his power broker heyday
may have obtained secrets that compromise the world s most sophisticated satellite surveillance system backman is quietly smuggled
out of the country in a military cargo plane given a new name a new identity and a new home in italy eventually after he has settled
into his new life the cia will leak his whereabouts to the israelis the russians the chinese and the saudis then the cia will do what it does
best sit back and watch the question is not whether backman will survive there is no chance of that the question the cia needs answered
is who will kill him don t miss john grisham s new book the exchange after the firm

Cargo Cult

2019-03-31

this book is open access under a cc by nc 2 5 license this book describes the extensive contributions made toward the advancement of
human assessment by scientists from one of the world s leading research institutions educational testing service the book s four major
sections detail research and development in measurement and statistics education policy analysis and evaluation scientific psychology
and validity many of the developments presented have become de facto standards in educational and psychological measurement including
in item response theory irt linking and equating differential item functioning dif and educational surveys like the national assessment of
educational progress naep the programme of international student assessment pisa the progress of international reading literacy study
pirls and the trends in mathematics and science study timss in addition to its comprehensive coverage of contributions to the theory and



methodology of educational and psychological measurement and statistics the book gives significant attention to ets work in
cognitive personality developmental and social psychology and to education policy analysis and program evaluation the chapter
authors are long standing experts who provide broad coverage and thoughtful insights that build upon decades of experience in research
and best practices for measurement evaluation scientific psychology and education policy analysis opening with a chapter on the genesis
of ets and closing with a synthesis of the enormously diverse set of contributions made over its 70 year history the book is a useful
resource for all interested in the improvement of human assessment

The Broker

2010-03-16

my antonia is a novel by an american writer willa cather it is the final book of the prairie trilogy of novels preceded by o pioneers and
the song of the lark the novel tells the stories of an orphaned boy from virginia jim burden and antonia shimerda the daughter of bohemian
immigrants they are both became pioneers and settled in nebraska in the end of the 19th century the first year in the very new place leaves
strong impressions in both children affecting them lifelong the narrator and the main character of the novel my antonia jim grows up in
black hawk nebraska from age 10 eventually he becomes a successful lawyer and moves to new york city

Advancing Human Assessment

2017-10-17

west virginia boasts an unusually rich heritage of ghost tales originally west virginians told these hundred stories not for idle
amusement but to report supernatural experiences that defied ordinary human explanation from jealous rivals and ghostly children to
murdered kinsmen and omens of death these tales reflect the inner lives the hopes beliefs and fears of a people like all folklore these tales
reveal much of the history of the region its isolation and violence the passions and bloodshed of the civil war era the hardships of
miners and railroad laborers and the lingering vitality of old world traditions

Roughing it in the Bush

1852



the yearling is a dramatic novel written by marjorie kinnan rawlings it won the 1939 pulitzer prize for the novel the story follows the
life of young jody baxter who lives with his parents ora and ezra penny baxter on a small farm in the backwoods of central florida in
the 1870s his parents had six other children before him but they died in infancy his mother has difficulty bonding with the boy jody loves
the outdoors and his family he has wanted a pet for as long as he can remember but his mother says that they barely have enough food
to feed themselves let alone a pet

My Antonia

2021-01-08

in the rugged australian outback three generations of clearys live through joy and sadness bitter defeat and magnificent triumph driven
by their dreams sustained by remarkable strength of character and torn by dark passions violence and a scandalous family legacy of
forbidden love the thorn birds is a poignant love story a powerful epic of struggle and sacrifice a celebration of individuality and spirit
most of all it is the story of the clearys only daughter meggie who can never possess ralph de bricassart the man she so desperately
adores ralph will rise from parish priest to the inner circles of the vatican but his passion for meggie will follow him all the days of his
life praise for the thorn birds one of the biggest selling most widely read books in the history of fiction observer i simply could not put
it down daily mail

The Telltale Lilac Bush and Other West Virginia Ghost Tales

2010-09-12

dazzling pinker s big idea is that language is an instinct as innate to us as flying is to geese words can hardly do justice to the
superlative range and liveliness of pinker s investigations independent a marvellously readable book illuminates every facet of human
language its biological origin its uniqueness to humanity it acquisition by children its grammatical structure the production and
perception of speech the pathology of language disorders and the unstoppable evolution of languages and dialects nature

The Yearling

2021-11-09



oliver twist or the parish boy s progress is charles dickens s second novel and was first published as a serial 1837 39 1 the story
centres on orphan oliver twist born in a workhouse and sold into apprenticeship with an undertaker after escaping oliver travels to
london where he meets the artful dodger a member of a gang of juvenile pickpockets led by the elderly criminal fagin oliver twist is
notable for its unromantic portrayal by dickens of criminals and their sordid lives as well as for exposing the cruel treatment of the
many orphans in london in the mid 19th century 2 the alternative title the parish boy s progress alludes to bunyan s the pilgrim s
progress as well as the 18th century caricature series by william hogarth a rake s progress and a harlot s progress 3 in this early
example of the social novel dickens satirises the hypocrisies of his time including child labour the recruitment of children as criminals and
the presence of street children the novel may have been inspired by the story of robert blincoe an orphan whose account of working as a
child labourer in a cotton mill was widely read in the 1830s it is likely that dickens s own youthful experiences contributed as well
oliver twist has been the subject of numerous adaptations for various media including a highly successful musical play oliver and the
multiple academy award winning 1968 motion picture disney also put its spin on the novel with the animated film called oliver company
in 1988

The Thorn Birds

2013-03-28

a girl sits in a dusty room crammed to the rafters with books sunlight dances on the covers between which are stories of magical
worlds and faraway places lands of princesses kings giants and real children too eleanor farjeon was that girl who was so enchanted
by her little bookroom that she recreated it by writing this wonderful collection of short stories this charming book was the winner of
the prestigious carnegie medal and is beautifully illustrated throughout by edward ardizzone whose exquisite pictures immediately bring
to mind the magical atmosphere of the stories

The Language Instinct

2003-02-27

the detailed practical step by step advice in this user friendly guide will help students and researchers to communicate their work more
effectively through the written word covering all aspects of the writing process this concise accessible resource is critically
acclaimed well structured comprehensive and entertaining self help exercises and abundant examples from actual typescripts draw on
the authors extensive experience working both as researchers and with them whilst retaining the user friendly and pragmatic style of



earlier editions this third edition has been updated and broadened to incorporate such timely topics as guidelines for successful
international publication ethical and legal issues including plagiarism and falsified data electronic publication and text based talks and
poster presentations with advice applicable to many writing contexts in the majority of scientific disciplines this book is a powerful
tool for improving individual skills and an eminently suitable text for classroom courses or seminars

Oliver Twist Illustrated

2020-10-14

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of light in august by william faulkner digicat publishing considers every written
word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are
available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature

The Little Bookroom

2011-10-06

practical trading psychology insight that can be put to work today trading psychology 2 0 is a comprehensive guide to applying the
science of psychology to the art of trading veteran trading psychologist and bestselling author brett steenbarger offers critical
advice and proven techniques to help interested traders better understand the markets with practical takeaways that can be
implemented immediately academic research is presented in an accessible understandable engaging way that makes it relevant for practical
traders and examples illustrations and case studies bring the ideas and techniques to life interactive features keep readers engaged and
involved including a blog offering ever expanding content and a twitter feed for quick tips contributions from market bloggers authors
and experts bring fresh perspectives to the topic and steenbarger draws upon his own experience in psychology and statistical modeling
as an active trader to offer insight into the practical aspect of trading psychology trading psychology is one of the few topics that
are equally relevant to day traders and active investors market makers and portfolio managers and traders in different markets around
the globe many firms hire trading coaches but this book provides a coach in print accessible 24 7 no matter what the market is doing
understand the research at the core of trading psychology examine the ways in which psychology is applied in real world trading
implement practical tips immediately to see first hand results gain the perspective and insight of veteran traders who apply these
techniques daily while markets may differ in scale scope and activity humans remain human with all the inherent behavioral tendencies



studying the market from the human perspective gives traders insight into how human behavior drives market behavior trading psychology
2 0 gives traders an edge with expert guidance and practical advice

Successful Scientific Writing

2007-10-11

dr greg zacharias former chief scientist of the united states air force 2015 18 explores next steps in autonomous systems as
development fielding and training rapid advances in as development and artificial intelligence ai research will change how we think about
machines whether they are individual vehicle platforms or networked enterprises the payoff will be considerable affording the us military
significant protection for aviators greater effectiveness in employment and unlimited opportunities for novel and disruptive concepts of
operations autonomous horizons the way forward identifies issues and makes recommendations for the air force to take full advantage
of this transformational technology

Light in August

2022-08-01

explains how to use the programming language to add interactivity and animation to sites covering image swaps functions frames
cookies alarms frames shopping carts and ajax

Trading Psychology 2.0

2015-08-31

1 new york times bestseller john grisham s first work of nonfiction a true crime story that will terrify anyone who believes in the
presumption of innocence look for the netflix original documentary series both an american tragedy and grisham s strongest legal
thriller yet all the more gripping because it happens to be true entertainment weekly in the town of ada oklahoma ron williamson was
going to be the next mickey mantle but on his way to the big leagues ron stumbled his dreams broken by drinking drugs and women then on a
winter night in 1982 not far from ron s home a young cocktail waitress named debra sue carter was savagely murdered the



investigation led nowhere until on the flimsiest evidence it led to ron williamson the washed up small town hero was charged tried and
sentenced to death in a trial littered with lying witnesses and tainted evidence that would shatter a man s already broken life and let a
true killer go free impeccably researched grippingly told filled with eleventh hour drama the innocent man reads like a page turning legal
thriller it is a book no american can afford to miss don t miss john grisham s new book the exchange after the firm

Autonomous Horizons

2019-04-05

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the searchers by alan le may digicat publishing considers every written word to
be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are
available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a
classic of world literature

The Book of JavaScript, 2nd Edition

2007

the leopard s spots a romance of the white man s burden 1865 1900 by thomas dixon many of the earliest books particularly those
dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in
affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

The Innocent Man

2010-03-16

the rise of china is no doubt one of the most important events in world economic history since the industrial revolution mainstream
economics especially the institutional theory of economic development based on a dichotomy of extractive vs inclusive political
institutions is highly inadequate in explaining china s rise this book argues that only a radical reinterpretation of the history of the
industrial revolution and the rise of the west as incorrectly portrayed by the institutional theory can fully explain china s growth



miracle and why the determined rise of china is unstoppable despite its current backward financial system and political institutions
conversely china s spectacular and rapid transformation from an impoverished agrarian society to a formidable industrial superpower
sheds considerable light on the fundamental shortcomings of the institutional theory and mainstream blackboard economic models and
provides more accurate reevaluations of historical episodes such as africa s enduring poverty trap despite radical political and
economic reforms latin america s lost decades and frequent debt crises 19th century europe s great escape from the malthusian trap and
the industrial revolution itself contents introductionkey steps taken by china to set off an industrial revolutionshedding light on the
nature and cause of the industrial revolutionwhy is china s rise unstoppable wha s wrong with the washington consensus and the
institutional theories case study of yong lian a poor village s path to becoming a modern steel townconclusion a new stage theory of
economic development readership academics undergraduate and graduates students journalists and professionals interested in economic
development the history of the industrial revolution and especially china s economic transformation and industrial growth as well as
the political economy of governance

The Searchers

2022-08-01

the million copy bestseller sapiens showed us where we came from in our increasingly uncertain times homo deus shows us where we re
going spellbinding guardian the world renowned historian and intellectual yuval noah harari envisions a near future in which we face a
new set of challenges homo deus explores the projects dreams and nightmares that will shape the twenty first century and beyond from
overcoming death to creating artificial life it asks the fundamental questions how can we protect this fragile world from our own
destructive power and what does our future hold even more readable even more important than his excellent sapiens kazuo ishiguro homo
deus will shock you it will entertain you it will make you think in ways you had not thought before daniel kahneman bestselling author
of thinking fast and slow

The Leopard's Spots

2008-08

1 new york times bestseller the office of the public defender is not known as a training ground for bright young litigators clay carter
has been there too long and like most of his colleagues dreams of a better job in a real firm when he reluctantly takes the case of a
young man charged with a random street killing he assumes it is just another of the many senseless murders that hit d c every week as he



digs into the background of his client clay stumbles on a conspiracy too horrible to believe he suddenly finds himself in the middle of a
complex case against one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world looking at the kind of enormous settlement that would
totally change his life that would make him almost overnight the legal profession s newest king of torts don t miss john grisham s new
book the exchange after the firm

The Making of an Economic Superpower

2016-05-13

brand admiration uses deep research on consumer psychology marketing consumer engagement and communication to develop a powerful
integrated perspective and innovative approach to brand management using numerous real world examples and backed by research from
top notch academics this book describes how companies can turn a product service corporate person or place brand into one that
customers love trust and respect in short how to make a brand admired the result greater brand loyalty stronger brand advocacy and
higher brand equity admired brands grow more revenue in a more efficient way over a longer period of time and with more opportunities for
growth the real power of brand admiration is that it provides concrete actionable guidance on how brand managers can make customers
and employees admire a brand admired brands don t just do the job they offer exactly what customers need enabling benefits in way that s
pleasing fun interesting and emotionally involving enticing benefits while making people feel good about themselves enriching benefits
providing these benefits called 3 es is foundational to building strengthening and leveraging brand admiration in addition the authors
articulate a common sense and action based measure of brand equity and they develop dashboard metrics to diagnose if there are any
canaries in the coal mine and if so what to do next in short brand admiration provides a coherent cohesive approach to helping the brand
stand the test of time a well designed well managed brand becomes a part of the public consciousness and ultimately a part of the
culture this trajectory is the fruit of decisions made from an integrated strategic standpoint this book shows you how to shift the
process for your brand with practical guidance and an analytical approach

Homo Deus

2016-09-08

a delightful and fascinating book filled with insight and wit which will make you think twice and cheer up steven pinker in a bold and
provocative interpretation of economic history matt ridley the new york times bestselling author of genome and the red queen makes the
case for an economics of hope arguing that the benefits of commerce technology innovation and change what ridley calls cultural



evolution will inevitably increase human prosperity fans of the works of jared diamond guns germs and steel niall ferguson the ascent of
money and thomas friedman the world is flat will find much to ponder and enjoy in the rational optimist for two hundred years the
pessimists have dominated public discourse insisting that things will soon be getting much worse but in fact life is getting better and at
an accelerating rate food availability income and life span are up disease child mortality and violence are down all across the globe
africa is following asia out of poverty the internet the mobile phone and container shipping are enriching people s lives as never before an
astute refreshing and revelatory work that covers the entire sweep of human history from the stone age to the internet the rational
optimist will change your way of thinking about the world for the better

The King of Torts

2010-03-16

she was kidnapped and taken to the worst place on earth he was hired to get her out now they re both trapped in a city that wants
them both dead and their hopes of getting out are fading fast from the bloodthirsty criminals to the corrupt police to the kid hiding a
glock under his sweatshirt on the corner everyone wants tyler rake and eva roche dead set in the real world locale of ciudad del este
ciudad explodes with breathtaking action and hyper violence from critically acclaimed writer ande parks capote in kansas union station
writer directors joe anthony russo captain america the winter soldier and artist fernando le�n gonz�lez

Brand Admiration

2016-09-16

what corporations fear most are consumers who ask questions naomi klein offers us the arguments with which to take on the
superbrands billy bragg from the bookjacket

The Rational Optimist

2010-06-15

alan marshall has a place in the hearts of all australians for he wrote about his fellow country people with a rare wit humour



compassion and deep understanding he spent his lifetime living among them in the bush and in the cities he travelled throughout the
countryside recording them yarning with them entertaining them loving them no one since henry lawson knew and wrote about his
countrypeople like alan marshall now after his death this remarkable book of stories stands as both a legacy and a tribute to alan
marshall

Ciudad

2014-12-16

first edition of sinclair s savage satire loosely based on the life and career of edward l doheny and the teapot dome scandal of the
harding administration although sinclair s famous novel the jungle deals with chicago s meatpacking industry he moved west to
pasadena in 1916 and began writing novels set in california the best of which was oil the story of the education of bunny ross son of
wildcat oil man joe ross after oil is discovered outside los angeles the novel was the basis for paul thomas anderson s 2007 film there
will be blood in california classics lawrence clark powell called oil sinclair s most sustained and best writing

No Logo

2000-01-15

systems analysis and design video enganced international edition offers a practical visually appealing approach to information systems
development

The Complete Stories of Alan Marshall

2012-12-01



Oil!

1927

Systems Analysis and Design

2011
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